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Ask Scribot anything! From 50-word writeups for Grade K to creating a YouTube-linked quiz for an 
adult learner, Scribot works tirelessly to assist teachers in their classroom teaching. With opportunities 
for multi-lingual support and differentiated instruction, Scribot changes the way English lessons are 
conducted and maximises engagement with English learners of all ages!

The purpose of the table is to show how DEC can be used for all 4 language skills (on top of grammar, 
vocabulary, and exam preparation) and Scribo can be introduced from G3 onwards.

About Digital English Campus
The Digital English Campus (DEC) is an English ecosystem for teachers to assign English learning 
activities and share them with their class or school community to track activity and progress of 
students. DEC contains a vast activity library that is available to both teachers and students to work 
with via mobile phones. Teachers can create lessons and monitor student activity on-the-go!

GK G2 G8G4 G10G6

Digital English Campus
(Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing)

Scribo AI for English Writing

G12G1 G3 G9G5 G11G7 Adult

How does the Digital English Campus simplify teaching and learning?

Friendly AI Assistant, Scribot Create Engaging Activity Decks

Activity Library for Enhancement 
of 4 Language Skills

Assign and Share 
Activity Decks

Track Student 
Progress

Friendly AI Assistant, Scribot

Different content is generated 
for different grades
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With a plethora of options available to choose from, teachers can now create engaging activities 
to support English Language learning beyond the classroom.

Activity Samples include:
• Speaking (auto-graded with AI)
• Writing Scaffolds
• YouTube for Education/Unsplash Images
• Drawing Card
• Wobble Words and English Word Games

Create Engaging Activity Decks

Options are provided 
based on content 
generated by Scribot

Translation and 
multi-lingual 
support available
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Speaking

Scores awarded can be based 
on CEFR, TOEIC, PTE, etc.

Students can record their attempts at reading 
aloud as many times as they like. The last recording 
done will be the version submitted to the teacher. 

Scores are based on CEFR 
levels, and the Score Column 
can be edited to include 
more qualitative feedback.

In the Teacher Marking Queue, 
students’ names can be blurred out if 
the information is shared with the class.

The Response Column contains the 
final recording from the student.
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Writing Scaffolds

YouTube for Education / Unsplash Images

Teachers can tap on the 
resources available to 
further engage students.

For good writing to take place, students need good support and guidance. Teachers can use Scribot to 
generate writing prompts on any writing topic under the sun! Based on the topic requirements, prompts 
are generated to ensure that the writing plan is systematically completed. Any AI generated material 
can be edited thereafter to suit the needs of the students.

YouTube for Education

Unsplash

Alternatively, teachers can upload 
their own videos and images to 
create the activity decks.
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Drawing Card

Wobble Words and English Word Games

Drawing cards are always a delight, 
with much room for creative use. 

Wobble Words is an interactive activity that allows students to sharpen their 
word order skills found within a sentence (SVOCA). The difficulty level increases 
when the teacher/creator chooses to omit punctuation for any given sentence.
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Other English word 
games are also available.

Activity Library for Enhancement of 4 Language Skills

Library Levels
1

5

3

7

9

2

6

4

8

10

A1 B1A2 B2 C1

Suggested Activity Deck Allocation (According to CEFR Levels)
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Assign and Share Activity Decks

Track Student Progress

Activities created can be shared with 
selected pupils within the class for 
differentiated instruction. Sharing can 
be done to an individual class or to the 
public (requiring name or anonymously).

The Write Groove feature 
allows students to track 
their activity and progress.

The View Activity Progress 
feature allows teachers to 
monitor student progress or 
find out where the activity 
is accessed in the world. 
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Scribo - AI for Teaching English Writing

Scribo is a smart digital assistant with a single focus; to help teachers and students improve writing 
skills. Using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence, Scribo provides instant feedback and 
improvement suggestions on their texts. More importantly, students receive consistent feedback, 
analysis, and resource links across seven key writing domains.

7 Key Writing Domains

Grammar

Vocabulary

Spelling

Cohesiveness

Passive Voice

Sentence

Readability

Cohesiveness - Scribo highlights simple 
and advanced cohesive use for better 
transition of ideas in sentences.

Sentence analysis highlights long 
sentences that could be simplified.

Readability shows the level of writing in each 
paragraph to make text less complicated and 
easier to read to increase audience engagement.

Grammar check offers explanations, 
suggestions with single click corrections.

Spelling check eliminates 
errors across the text.

Vocabulary indicator shows the percentage use 
of common, advanced and academic words to 
prevent the over-use of key academic words 
that limit comprehension of text.

Passive Voice check, highlights where 
passive voice is used in the text and 
which parts should include active 
voice for more impactful writing.
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Why Choose Scribo

Scribo Feedback Flow

For Students

For Teachers

For School Leaders (Teachers & Principals)

Student

Connect

Platform

Provides Interactive Scaffolding, 
Suggestions, and Assistive Feedback

Provides Grading Analysis and 
Personalised Feedback

Provides Consolidated Writing Analysis, 
Data Insights, and Targeted Teaching

The Writing 
(Getting Ready)

Create or load 
texts into Scribo

The Writing Check 
(Monitoring Student Progress)

AI servers analyse and 
build tailored feedback

The Feedback

AI provides systematic 
feedback advice

The Delivery

Teachers receive better quality 
work for further coaching

The Fix

Smart changes made 
to improve score
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Getting Ready - The Writing

Activity Library (Student)

Activity Library (Student)

Writing activities are sorted 
by task type and category 
for students’ easy reference.

Students can preview writing 
tasks and their requirements 
before attempting them to 
facilitate selection of tasks 
based on their writing needs.

Students may choose from a 
vast selection of publisher writing 
activities, which provide suitable 
practice for the IELTS test.
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Teachers can extract activities in 
their personal libraries or school 
community to set up curriculum.

In the publisher library, teachers can choose 
from IELTS writing practices or from MCE Writing 
Buddy (which is taken from MCEduHub).

Teachers can assign writing 
tasks to their classes and 
add due dates/timings 
to simulate examination 
conditions. Prior to 
assignment, they can 
also view the details and 
requirements of each task.

Writing activities can be 
sorted by categories for 
easy reference.

Activity Library (Teacher)

Activity Library (Teacher)
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Creating a Writing Activity

Keywords, word and paragraph 
requirements will be factored in by 
the Scribo writing check. This will 
guide students towards meeting these 
requirements in their writing practices, 
building key examination skills.   

Activities can be created for immediate 
classroom usage or stored in personal/school 
community libraries for future extraction.

Teachers can input topic and 
instructions, which students 
would be able to refer to 
anytime during their writing.
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Selection of writing style, subject and year 
engages students in writing using different 
formats, which Scribo AI can grade.

Entire process of creating and 
assigning activities can be 
completed within just 2 minutes, 
which saves teachers’ time.

Start and due dates can 
be implemented for writing 
assignments or timed practices.

Auto marking (with Scribo AI 
Writing Check) can be enabled 
or disabled

Teachers can select from:
Cold Writing: Disables writing 
feedback, simulates timed practices
Writing Check: Students can 
freely request for feedback to 
continuously improve on their work
Scriblet: Tailors feedback for 
younger writers

Under advanced settings, 
options available include 
enabling/disabling specific 
writing components or the 
Scribo library and adding 
in writing plans/scaffolds.
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Monitoring Student Progress - The Writing Check

Home Page Features

1
2

3
4 5

6
Toggle between your 
classes by selecting them

QR code to invite any 
additional student

In Progress and Completed 
activities are shown with due dates

Number of students, 
assignments in progress 
and completed

5 6

Menu bar for more 
options of management

Additional options 
for the activity
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Writing Check (Teacher)

Automated scores can 
be easily adjusted to fit 
marking criteria.

Teachers can review Scribo 
writing feedback which is 
systematically broken down 
into seven writing domains to 
identify student weaknesses.

Instant scoring of students’ 
work for quick reference.

Panel displays writing progress for all 
students, facilitating teacher monitoring.

Students’ writing texts 
and comments are 
displayed for teachers to 
easily render assistance.
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Class Observation Panel

Growth Monitoring Report 
compares progress from 
previous activities.

Expand/Minimise

Individual student 
management

Assignments 
in progress

Mark assignment 
as complete

Return assignments

Grade given 
by the AI

Word Count
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Growth Monitoring Report

Scribo Score (Manual)

Select similar 
past assignments 
for comparison

Options to show 
writing growth

General observations 
made by AI

Scores/Grades can be manually 
adjusted or ‘Switch to auto’ for 
the AI to do the grading.

Zero in on specific 
student data

Monitor trends
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Scribo Score (Auto Adjustable)

By clicking on the score given by the 
AI, you (and the student) can see 
the breakdown of mark deduction 
and areas for improvement.

Scores can 
be referenced 
against all major 
ELT examination 
standards.

Teachers can add 
score adjustments to 
further encourage/
penalise students for 
accurate/inaccurate 
writing conventions.
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Understanding the Feedback Cycle - 
From the Student’s Point of View

Two types of writing checks: 
Quick and Advanced

Gives additional feedback based on 
keywords and writing style, suitable 
for examination practices.

Students only need to 
input essay texts to 
receive Scribo writing 
feedback, suitable for 
basic checks.
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Writing Check (Student)

Student mistakes are highlighted based on the 
type of writing errors, and clicking on each one 
will show the issue and suggestions for students 
to improve on their writing.

Writing feedback can 
be toggled to different 
language settings to aid 
non-native learners.

Students can easily return to 
Topic to view keyword and 
paragraph requirements.

Feedback is 
instantaneous and 
can be repeatedly 
generated after 
writing adjustments.

Within each writing domain, 
the platform highlights 
the number of errors and 
their distribution across the 
passage.

Writing components 
are denoted by color 
(green/yellow/red) 
to highlight student 
weaknesses.
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Comprehensive Language Helps

Immersive Reader

For each individual language component, students and teachers can 
click on ‘Open help’ to draw out comprehensive language helps and 
detailed explanations on how to improve writing and language quality. 

Users can read and listen to 
text simultaneously to take on 
the perspective of a reader.

Translation settings are available by word 
or by document to help non-native learners 
read/listen to texts in their native languages.

Text preferences can 
be edited based on 
user requirements, 
improving accessibility.

Users can highlight different 
parts of speech to further 
their technical mastery of 
the English language.
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Scribot - Your Friendly AI Assistant

Text Preferences
Grammar Options

Reading Preferences

Providing Teacher Feedback - 
Targeted Human Coaching
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The sky’s the limit! By typing or using speech-to-text, 
ask Scribot anything you could use to give additional 
advice to improve content. One click and the feedback 
you agree to give is added to the comments!

Scribot
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Rubric Management

1

2

3
4 5

6

7 8

Click on ‘Menu’

Click on ‘Manage Rubrics’

Add rubrics created 
within school community

Add pre-created rubrics 
from Excel/Word

Create a new rubric 
from scratch

Fill in various fields in the rubric

Save rubric for future 
use or sharing

Test run the rubric on school assignments
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Generating Reports - Analytics for Information and Evaluation

Teacher Dashboard

Writing statistics can be configured to specific classes, 
subjects and students so that teachers can compare data 
between individuals and classes.

For the aspects of each writing 
component, class/individual 
growth is highlighted for 
teachers’ attention to facilitate 
necessary intervention.

The seven writing components and areas 
like usage and rubrics are listed as toggle 
options for teachers to examine different 
attributes for individuals or classes.

Overall statistics for each 
attribute are shown in a clear 
numerical or chart format to 
facilitate comparison and 
reference for improvements.
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Tracking with Write Groove

Individual Report

Students’ writing progress is shown in a clear 
graphical format to view long-term improvements.

Students can access past activities 
which are shown based on a 
completion timeline to learn from 
their previous writing practices.

Students’ top skills and key areas for 
improvement are clearly highlighted to 
encourage growth in targeted writing aspects.

1

2

3

4

5

Generate class report

Translation options for 
non-native learners

Select report mode before downloading

Toggle preferences of 
items found in the report

To generate report, click on ‘Report’
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Class Report

Peer Review (Teacher)

1

2

3

Click on ‘Generate reports’ to download

Toggle to select preferences

Select Students to 
include in class report

Teachers can send email reminders 
either to individuals or the class if 
students are not meeting deadlines.

Based on classroom 
requirements, 
teachers can work 
with settings like 
due date and 
anonymisation of 
peer reviews.

Other Features - Beyond the Writing Assignment

Teachers can freely assign student 
reviewers based on mutual pairing 
or specific customizations, and can 
view student progress in real time.

Teachers can ensure clarity of question 
requirements by guiding students in giving peer 
reviews or taking from a sample question list.
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Peer Review (Student)

Writing Check for Teachers

Students can view the submitted writing 
practices of the peer assigned to them 
(they cannot access the feedback their 
peers receive from the automated 
Writing Check), and check against their 
own writing after reading their peers’.

Based on feedback questions that the teacher 
has set up, students are guided with prompts 
to offer constructive feedback to their peers.

Teachers can learn and benefit from the 
Writing Check too! A quick writing check 
can help teachers vet and evaluate their 
own writing, especially self-created texts 
used in school English examinations.
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About Marshall Cavendish Education

Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global education solutions 
provider dedicated to nurturing the joy of learning and preparing students 
for the future. We believe the best way to do so is by simplifying learning 
and listening to the needs of schools, teachers, students, and parents.

MCE makes world-class educational content more accessible through 
a seamless experience that integrates both print and digital resources. 
We provide holistic and end-to-end solutions customised to the school’s 
requirements, with professional development to help educators implement 
the curriculum.

We’ve worked with ministries, policymakers, educators, and parents in over 
90 countries, designing education solutions in 14 languages for Pre-K to 12. 
MCE is the only Asia-based publisher that is an endorsement partner of 
Cambridge Assessment International Education.

www.mceducation.com


